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STATEMENT OF FACTSii

PART I – STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. Three close friends, Gabriel Pedersen (“Pedersen”), Jean du Parcq (“du Parcq”), and

Chris Vidaloca (“Vidaloca”), went camping at a secluded maritime reserve. After consuming

some beers, Pedersen went sailing on his boat, ‘The Bard de la Mer’, with du Parcq while

Vidaloca remained ashore due to a fear of sharks.

2. Continuing to drink heavily, Pedersen, an experienced sailor, became extremely

inebriated while he piloted the vessel out to sea causing du Parcq to become seriously concerned.

3. Fearing for her safety, du Parcq managed to turn the boat back toward shore. An

argument then broke out during which Pedersen violently struck du Parcq, and she fell

overboard.

4. Bleeding and adrift, du Parcq signalled for help but Pedersen had collapsed insensibly in

the bottom of the boat and Vidaloca did nothing. No one came to du Parcq’s aid until the crew of

a passing boat spotted and rescued her.

5. Both the fall in the water and the delay in the rescue resulted in the lengthy deprivation of

oxygen that caused du Parcq irreparable brain damage.

6. On trial for criminal assault, the Court held that Pedersen was not responsible for his

actions due to his intoxication. In an action for civil negligence, the trial judge held that Pedersen

was liable and awarded $2.5 million in damages while not joining Vidaloca as he found no

general duty to assist. An appeal from each of these judgments was brought to the Court of

Shakespeare, and they have been consolidated in a single record.
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PART II – ISSUES

7. Is Gabriel Pedersen responsible for the safety and welfare of passengers on his boat ‘La

Bard de la Mer’?

8. Is Gabriel Pedersen criminally responsible and/or civilly liable for his actions while

voluntarily intoxicated or during an “altered mental state”?

9. Does the Law of Shakespeare posit a Duty to Assist?

10. Did Chris Vidaloca violate the Duty to Assist as posited in the Law of Shakespeare?

11. Is Chris Vidaloca responsible for Jean du Parcq’s injuries?
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PART III – ARGUMENTS

I. AS MASTER OF ‘THE BARD DE LA MER’, PEDERSEN IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE SAFETY AND WELFARE OF ITS PASSENGERS.

A. According to the Law of Shakespeare, a person who takes on a duty of care for someone
in his charge is responsible for his safety and welfare.

12. Instructing the correct legal interpretation of the text of Shakespeare, Manderson J. ruled

in favor of the living tree doctrine in Heinrich. As a result, the relevant interpretative community

for the meaning of the legal text comprising the Law of Shakespeare is our current community.

In his concurring judgment, Yachnin J. warns that while the living tree doctrine brings our

attention to the branches, we must be mindful of the roots when interpreting the meaning of the

text. In determining the Law of Shakespeare, we must respect the responses of the interpretive

community. The rule of law in this legal system is a way of perceiving events and actors, and our

community perceives the relevant legal meaning in the plots and events of Shakespeare’s plays.

Re Attorney General for Canada, ex parte Heinrich [2003] 1 C. of Sh. 1 [Heinrich].

13. According to the Law of Shakespeare, a person who is in control of a situation and who

takes on a duty of care is responsible for persons who are not in control and who are in his

charge. In King Lear, this duty of care for persons in charge arises in various relationships. For

example, Edward decides to lead and take responsibility for Gloucester whose eyes have been

gouged out. As part of this decision, Edgar is responsible for Gloucester’s safety. In assessing the

relationship, the audience finds that Edgar is responsible for leading the blind Gloucester.

King Lear, 4.1.

14. This general duty of care and responsibility for the welfare and safety for those in charge

is inherent in the specific relationship between rulers and subjects. The king is responsible for his

community and his subjects while they owe him their allegiance. There are reciprocal obligations

that arise in a kingdom. While the subjects owe their allegiance to the king, the king is
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responsible for protecting his subjects. In other words, the duty to serve the king ensures the

reception of the king’s protection. Should one of his subjects be wronged, the king exercises the

law protecting the welfare of his subjects and his society as a whole. When the executioner,

jailor, and other employees of the law wrong the king’s subjects, the king is considered indirectly

responsible.

15. In Measure for Measure, the Duke is responsible for the welfare of his subjects and for

their just treatment before the legal institution. Angelo, who takes on the Duke’s duties in his

absence, is considered blameworthy and responsible for neglecting this duty and for negligently

handling the welfare of his subjects. The Duke, being ultimately responsible for Angelo’s

administration of justice, protects the weaker parties in his charge and rectifies the harm that

Angelo has done. In recognition of the ruler’s responsibility for the welfare of his subjects,

Isabella goes to Angelo and then to the Duke to plead for the welfare of her brother Claudio. The

ruler’s responsibility for the welfare of his subjects is also apparent in King Lear, in Hamlet

during the conversation between Laertes and Claudius, and in The Winter’s Tale.

Measure for Measure.
King Lear.
Hamlet.
The Winter’s Tale.

B. As master of ‘The Bard de la Mer’, Pedersen is indirectly responsible for the safety and
welfare of his passenger du Parcq.

16. Regardless of who directly harms or threatens one of his passengers, Pedersen is

indirectly responsible for his passengers’ safety and welfare in virtue of the fact that he is master

of the ship. This general responsibility for the safety and welfare of those in care only requires

that someone take on this responsibility for person in his charge, which is implicit in various

relationships. In this case, Pedersen is an experienced sailor who has invited du Parcq onto the

realm of his boat and into his charge. He is, therefore, indirectly responsible for her safety and
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welfare and owes compensation for his negligence and recklessness for voluntarily becoming

extremely inebriated with someone in his care resulting in serious harm.

Horsley v. MacLaren (”The Ogopogo”), [1972] S.C.R. 441.

II. MOREOVER, NOT ONLY IS PEDERSEN INDIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
SAFETY AND WELFARE OF THE PASSENGERS ON ‘THE BARD DE LA MER’, HE
IS LEGALLY AND DIRECTLY RESPONBLE FOR THE ACTIONS FLOWING FROM
HIS VOLUNTARILY INDUCED ALTERED STATE.

A. According to the Law of Shakespeare, it is illegal to cause harm to another individual.

17. Underlying the plot in The Winter’s Tale is the principle that it is morally blameworthy to

cause harm to another individual even when this interest conflicts with competing interests such

as “following orders.” When Antigonus follows the King’s orders and exposes Perdita to the

elements, the audience considers his subsequent demise following a bear attack to be merited,

and his death is not mourned.

The Winter’s Tale, 2.2.45.

18. Similarly, in King Lear, when harm befalls Goneril and Regan, the daughters that cause

harm to their father King Lear, the audience does not pity their plight and finds their fate to be

well merited and their conduct blameworthy.

King Lear.

19. In determining whether to avenge his father’s death, even Hamlet does not believe that it

is lawful to harm someone without good cause or justification. Hamlet goes to great lengths to

ensure that Claudius is guilty of his father’s death. For example, he astutely watches Claudius’

reaction to The Mousetrap. In addition, after accidentally killing Polonius, Hamlet mourns over

his body and takes full responsibility for his wrongful act before his mother Gertrude and again

when Laertes confronts him in Act V.

Hamlet.
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B. According to the Law of Shakespeare, punishment and reparation are the natural
consequences of wrongfully causing harm to another individual.

20. As discussed above with respect to the fate of Antigonus in The Winter’s Tale, Goneril

and Regan in King Lear, and Hamlet and Claudius in Hamlet, the audience deems their fates to

be a natural consequence of their morally blameworthy behavior. In other words, there is a sense

that these characters should be punished for wrongfully causing harm to another individual.

The Winter’s Tale.
King Lear.
Hamlet.

21. Moreover, the Law of Shakespeare continuously validates the traditional Judeo-Christian

principle of an eye for an eye. While several of the legal texts testify to this principle, Measure

for Measure revolves around this concept and elicits this response from the audience. If Claudio

had been executed for the same vice that Angelo had committed, the audience would find it only

fair for Angelo to be executed on the same grounds. The Duke captures this sentiment when he

declares, “The very mercy of the law cries out / Most audible, even from his proper tongue: / An

Angelo for Claudio, death for death; / Haste still pays haste, and leisure answers leisure; / Like

doth quit like, and measure still for measure.” Even while Isabella is asking for mercy, she

recognizes that her brother’s punishment is just in that he committed the act for which he is

being punished.

Measure for Measure, 5.1.400-404.

22. In addition to a sense of blameworthiness and demand for retribution, the Law of

Shakespeare also demands that some sort of reparation be made to compensate the victim. After

accidentally killing Polonius, Hamlet finds himself culpable and openly expresses his desire to

make reparations to Laertes. In this case, the only way to compensate Laertes is to allow him to

avenge his father’s death and honor. In Measure for Measure, an underlying principle of the law
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is its ability not only to take into account the plight and circumstance of the accused or defendant

but also to take into account the victim. When Isabella asks for pity, she means that she only

wants the law to look at her brother Claudius’ plight and to show him mercy. Angelo responds,

“I show [pity] most of all when I show justice; / For then I pity those I do not know, / Which a

dismissed offence would after gall, / And do him right, that answering one foul wrong / Lives not

to act another.” Angelo interprets pity as justice because this interpretation takes into account the

plight of others besides the accused such as current and future victims. Angelo shows pity and

mercy to the person that the accused has wronged and unveils the need for the Law of

Shakespeare to take into account and sympathize with all of the lives that it touches, which is

most equally handled with justice. This principle underlying the legal texts demands that victim

be compensated.

Hamlet.
Measure for Measure, 2.2.103-107.

23. Having violently assaulted du Parcq, Pedersen unlawfully caused harm to another

individual. This harm requires both that Pedersen be appropriated punished and penalized by the

criminal system as well as repair the harm done to du Parcq individually by compensating her for

her permanent injuries.

C. According to the Law of Shakespeare, an individual is responsible for her actions in
spite of an altered mental state.

24. In Measure for Measure, Isabella reminds us that actus reus or the actual act is to be

judged as opposed to mens rea or intent when she says, “Thoughts are no subjects, intents but

merely thoughts.” Following, she does not feel that Angelo should be punished as he did not

commit the act that he intended to commit. Accordingly, Pedersen’s actions are to be judged and

not his intent as he acted in a blameworthy way. Whether or not Pedersen intended to drown du

Parcq or to cause her irreparable brain damage, he is still responsible for his reckless and
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negligent actions. It would be improper to limit responsibility in this case and would risk making

a scarecrow or mockery of the law as Angelo warns, “We must not make a scarecrow of the law,

/ Setting it up to fear the birds of prey, / And let it keep one shape till custom make it / Their

perch and not their terror.”

Measure for Measure, 5.1.446-447, 2.1.1-4.

25. In Canadian criminal law, an accused can escape responsibility for harming another

person if there is no intent that corresponds to his wrongful actions. This can arise in cases of

extreme intoxication that resemble insanity and is defended on the basis of the accused’s Charter

right to fundamental justice and on his right to a presumption of innocence and a fair trial, which

are subject to reasonable limits. While the Canadian criminal system focuses on the rights of the

accused and on sympathizing with his plight and only his plight, this court is not bound Canadian

case law. Instead, the Law of Shakespeare must be sensitive to the rights of the victim and the

community as a whole as well as to the rights of the accused.

R. v. Daviault [1994], 3 S.C.R. 63.
R. v. Robinson [1996], 1 S.C.R. 683.
Martha Nussbaum, “Poets as Judges” from Poetic Justice (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995).

26. In King Lear, the king must live with the decisions that he makes in dividing up his

kingdom and in disinheriting his most loved daughter for lack of pretty words even though he

made those decisions during an altered mental state of rage. It is not possible to separate the

madness from the man and hold the madness accountable for what it cannot do without the man.

In The Winter’s Tale, Leontes madness drives him to believe that his faithful wife Hermione has

committed adultery with his best friend and that his daughter has been illegitimately conceived.

Although Leontes’ madness acts on him like Iago acts on Othello, Leontes mournfully accepts

his perpetual responsibility for Hermione’s and Perdita’s deaths and the fate of his family. He
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will not accept another wife unless Paulina approves of it, and the audience holds Leontes

responsible for his altered mental state.

King Lear, 1.1.
The Winter’s Tale, 5.1.6-12.

27. Just as Hamlet thinks that he can “feign madness” but keep control over his psyche,

Pedersen chooses to drink alcohol while he is still responsible for his ship and its passengers.

Unfortunately, both Hamlet and Pedersen are both gravely mistaken. Hamlet’s feigned madness

and Pedersen’s voluntary intoxication get out of control and result in serious harm to the people

around them. Hamlet accidentally kills Polonius during a bout of unrestrained “feigned madness”

while Pedersen assaults a close friend du Parcq causing her to fall overboard and to suffer

permanent and serious brain damage. While both Hamlet and Pedersen only had the intent to

feign madness or to voluntarily drink, they chose to take on attitudes, which are known to be

reckless and highly dangerous and are therefore both entirely responsible for their actions at law.

As discussed above, Hamlet acknowledges his responsibility to Laertes.

Hamlet, 1.5.166-180, 3.1.165-167, 2.2.223.

28. While it is debatable whether or not Hamlet has chosen his altered state of madness and it

has gotten out of control or whether Hamlet is truly mad involuntarily, Pedersen recklessly

chooses to get intoxicated. Hence, for Pedersen, his altered mental state is voluntary and

demands a higher sense of responsibility. Even if Hamlet were involuntarily mad instead of

feigning madness, Hamlet still accepts responsibility for his harmful actions. Hamlet, the

audience, and the other characters feel that he is and should be guilty for the accidental killing of

Polonius and for his detrimental and destructive treatment of Ophelia. When there is no choice

over madness or another altered mental state, the characters themselves still take responsibility

for their actions and cannot divorce their faults from their identity.
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Hamlet, 5.

D. Furthermore, this court has refused to take away an individual’s capacity for
responsibility.

29. Manderson J. recently informed this court on the meaning of responsibility. In Heinrich,

he held that there is no law without responsibility, no responsibility without agency, and no

agency without some enduring sense of identity. The principle of “intoxication” just like the

principle of “following orders” is a defense of the virtue of abandoning one’s own sense of

judgment for that of another. Voluntary intoxication is an act of conscious submission to the

effects of alcohol. However, unlike “following orders” or obedience, there is no good reason to

place our selfhood in escrow for intoxication. While our society values freedom, our legal culture

places limits on one’s personal freedom once it comes into conflict with the rights of others.

Moreover, even in the case of “following orders”, Manderson J. ruled that the law will not

consent to take away man’s identity or his capacity for responsibility. There is a connection

between conduct and the body, which cannot be denied, and this court will not support the

placing of one’s selfhood in escrow.

Re Attorney General for Canada, ex parte Heinrich [2003] 1 C. of Sh. 1.
Desmond Manderson, “In the tout court of Shakespeare: Interdisciplinary Pedagogy in Law” (2004) 54
Journal of Legal Education 283.
Ronald Dworkin, “Integrity in Law” in Law’s Empire (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1986), 225-239.

30. Similarly, in Measure for Measure, Angelo finds it impossible to separate a man’s

identity from his fault at law when Isabella asks him to condemn her brother Claudius’ fault of

lechery but not the actor of this fault. Attempting to astutely apply the law, Angelo cannot

condemn the fault and not the actor of it. It is not possible to divorce the two. The law has no

meaning without the ability to hold actors accountable for their faults.

Measure for Measure, 2.2.38-102.
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31. Just as Hamlet is “mad but north-north-west, when the wind is southerly, [he knows] a

hawk from a handsaw”, Pedersen is not in a constant altered state of intoxication. Even though

Hamlet takes on several personalities and exhibits various mental states, he remains one man. All

of his mental states are attributable to this one man and to his body and not to his “fault” alone.

There is a sense that the audience can only hold Hamlet accountable for his own actions.

Hamlet, 2.2.402-403.

32. The learned trial judge erred in not finding Pedersen criminally responsible for his assault

on du Parcq. Even though Pedersen was intoxicated at the time of the assault, he is clearly

criminally responsible according the Law of Shakespeare, which does not allow an actor to

escape responsibility due to an altered mental state.

33. The learned trial judge was correct in finding Pedersen civilly liable for du Parcq’s

injuries. The fact pattern clearly indicates that the assault caused du Parcq’s injuries as it resulted

in her falling overboard. Pedersen authored the danger, and without his actions, the series of

events would never have been set into play.

III. THE LAW OF SHAKESPEARE DOES NOT IMPOSE A DUTY TO ASSIST ON
CHRIS VIDALOCA UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES. CHRIS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR JEAN’S INJURIES.

A. The Law of Shakespeare may impose a duty to assist in cases of pre-existing feudal or
filial obligation.

34. In the plays of Shakespeare, we morally approve of those who intervene against their

own self-interest on behalf of others in need—this much should be plain to all reasonable readers

whose moral worldviews do not diverge wildly from a normative Judeo-Christian framework.

Cases of such interventions abound: Gloucester on behalf of Lear in Act III of King Lear,

Cornwall’s servant on behalf of Gloucester in Act III, Edgar on behalf of Gloucester in Act IV,

Kent on behalf of Cordelia in Act I and on behalf of Lear throughout the play, Lucio on behalf of
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Claudio in Act I of Measure for Measure, Isabella on behalf of Claudio in Act II and on behalf of

Angelo in Act V, the Duke on behalf of Claudio and Mariana throughout the play, Camillo on

behalf of Polixines in Act I and on behalf of Florizel and Perdita in Act IV of Winter’s Tale,

Paulina on behalf of Hermione in Act II, and the Old Shepherd on behalf of Perdita in Act III.

King Lear.
Measure for Measure.
The Winter’s Tale.

35. While all of these interventions elicit positive moral valuations on a normative reading,

many of them depend upon a pre-existing feudal or filial obligation. Thus Gloucester’s aid to

Lear may be explained by his pre-existing feudal bond, while Edgar’s to Gloucester may be

explained by his pre-existing filial one. Other interventions, like that of Paulina on behalf of

Hermione, at least in part depend upon such a bond.

King Lear.
The Winter’s Tale.

36. In some cases, no such feudal or filial bond appears to exist between the character who

intervenes and the one on whose behalf he or she intervenes. But in at least two of these cases,

the apparent object of the intervention is in truth only an indirect object. The direct object of the

intervention does exercise such a bond. In this manner, Kent’s intervention on behalf of Cordelia

and Cornwall’s servant’s on behalf of Gloucester are both formulated as expressions of duty to

the ones actively about to do harm—that is, Lear and Cornwall, respectively. Kent conceives of

his intervention in Act I, scene i not as a defense of Cordelia but as an obligation to provide good

counsel to the King: “be Kent unmannerly / When Lear is mad. […] / Think’st thou that duty

shall have dread to speak / When power to flattery bows? To plainness honor’s bound, / When

majesty falls to folly”. Likewise, Cornwall’s servant claims to intervene out of a duty to keep his

master from acting immorally, not a duty to protect the victim, Gloucester: “Hold your hand, my
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lord! / I have serv’d you ever since I was a child; / But better service have I never done you than

now to bid you hold”. The Court of Shakespeare should attend to these two instances of

intervention, which demonstrate the possibility of an intervention’s having both direct and

indirect objects, since they appear to serve as paradigms for all the interventions in King Lear.

Kent’s intervention, against his self-interest of avoiding the king’s anger and the threat of

banishment, is the first of many such interventions in the play, while his subsequent covert

service more than once saves the king and his vassals from harm, guiding the action of the play

to its resolution. Cornwall’s servant, by contrast, performs perhaps the play’s briefest and most

futile intervention. It is a microcosm of the kind of selfless, duty-bound intervention that Kent

exemplifies. The two bookend the play’s other interventions, suggesting that they all may be

explicable in terms of obligations of duty.

King Lear, 1.1.144-149, 3.7.72-75.

37. Those cases in which a character fails to intervene are most apparent when other

characters make intervention a condition of their common feudal or filial bond. When Antigonus

and the first Lord intervene on behalf of Hermione in Act II of The Winter’s Tale, their action

throws into relief the inaction of Leontes’s assembled vassals. So too, when Paulina persists in

her defense of the Queen, she shows up her husband’s acquiescence to the King’s unjust will.

Likewise, Kent’s willingness to speak up against Lear in Act I, scene i of King Lear

demonstrates the failure of the King’s other vassals to protest similarly. In these scenarios, a

single servant among a group confronts the unjust master out of a sense of duty to that master

(even if also motivated by a sense of duty to justice). The singularity of the servant’s intervention

marks it as particularly positive, while it also signals to the audience the moral failure of the

acquiescent or silent servants. The universally negative moral affect of these failures of feudal or
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filial duty suggests that the Law of Shakespeare may demand a duty of assist to intervene where

such obligations exist.

The Winter’s Tale, 2.1, 2.3 ff.
King Lear, 1.1.

38. However, where strong competing interests oppose such an intervention, the Law of

Shakespeare may suspend this duty. If the competing interest is judged strong enough by the

normative reader to excuse the duty of those obligated by pre-existing bonds, the moral weight of

the plays would seem to favor waving that duty. Isabella’s desire to maintain her virginity forms

a competing interest to her duty to assist her brother in Measure for Measure. We find this

competing interest compelling enough to excuse her of her duty on the basis of her personal

religious conviction, the normative code of honor in which the play operates, and our abhorrence

of rape. Only once the Duke offers a stratagem that satisfies this competing interest may Isabella

fulfill both her duty and her wish to assist her brother. A more clear-cut case appears in King

Lear, in the scene where Cornwall gouges out Gloucester’s eyes. As previously mentioned, the

first servant conceives of his intervention in terms of his obligation to serve his master

(Cornwall). His intervention, however, is futile—Cornwall, after killing the servant, goes on to

commit the act the servant wished to prevent. Though we view this self-sacrifice positively, the

remaining two servants who witness the entire scene without intervening escape our censure for

two reasons. Firstly, they have a valid competing interest excusing their duty to assist—that is,

their interest in staying alive. Secondly, the remaining servants come to Gloucester’s aid once

Cornwall has blinded him. Thus, their assistance succeeds where the first servant’s failed, and

indeed the audience feels considerable gratitude for the gentle concern of these two servants after

having witnessed the horrific gouging. From this, we might derive a further principle: the Law of
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Shakespeare doesn’t demand kamikaze interventions, even where a duty to assist otherwise

exists.

Measure for Measure, 2.2, 2.4, 3.1.
King Lear, 1.1.

B. Chris Vidaloca has no duty to assist.

39. No bond of feudal or filial obligation exists between Chris Vidaloca and Jean du Parcq or

Gabriel Pedersen. The three are not related, so their lack of filial bond needs no further comment.

But they also lack anything analogous to the feudal bonds that oblige intervention in the plays. In

our society, individuals do not pledge their lives in allegiance to another individual of greater

rank. Indeed, our normative morality may not recognize duties arising from such a pledge as

binding, as in the case of the duty of an organized-crime underling to obey the assassination

order of a mob boss to whom the underling has pledged service. Where we do recognize binding

duties to act against one’s self-interest in defense of others, as in the case of battlefield medics or

police officers, those duties normally bind the individual to an institution (e.g. the military or the

police force as organs of the state) and not to another individual. If a duty of assist exists in the

Law of Shakespeare in cases of feudal and filial bonds, no such duty obtains in this case.

40. Furthermore, given that the incident occurred in a secluded maritime reserve, the only

option for assisting du Parcq open to Vidaloca under the circumstances was to swim out to reach

her. This would expose Vidaloca to the danger of a shark attack. As established in the fact

pattern, Vidaloca believed there was a danger of sharks even before the incident occurred. The

addition of fresh blood to the water would only have attracted a large number of sharks and

initiated what marine biologists call a “feeding frenzy,” making the water around du Parcq

extremely hazardous for any other swimmers. This danger presents a compelling instance of a

competing interest which would excuse Vidaloca from any responsibility to assist if such were to
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obtain in this case, since her swimming into the region of the presumably swarming sharks

would amount to an example of a kamikaze intervention.

C. Moreover, in the Law of Shakespeare, altruistic interventions are not legal obligations.

41. In the Law of Shakespeare, altruistic interventions that are unmotivated by duty or self-

interest have positive value precisely because of their status as freely-given sacrifices rather than

as legal obligations. In the remaining cases of altruistic intervention mentioned above that are not

(or not entirely) explicable by pre-existing feudal or filial bonds, the normative reader

acknowledges their exceptional character as profoundly selfless acts of sacrifice on behalf of

others. We can look to Camillo’s activity on behalf of Polixines in The Winter’s Tale and

Isabella’s on behalf of Angelo in Measure for Measure for two examples of this kind of

exceptional intervention. In these examples, neither character comes to the aid of another in

performing a filial or feudal duty. And while the motivations of these two characters’ actions are

nowhere explicit, the reader may infer that some combination of a sense of justice and of

compassion motivates them. No positive, natural, or de facto law or duty compels their altruistic

interventions. Moreover, in Measure for Measure, legal obligations and Christian virtue clearly

come face to face and highlight the difference between what is an obligation and what is

virtuous. Isabella wears religious garments and surpasses her worldly obligations in intervening

on behalf of Angelo.

The Winter’s Tale, 1.2.
Measure for Measure, 5.1.

42. Indeed, their interventions are altruistic only insofar as they are not compulsory. The

normative reader views these actions as morally exceptional exemplars precisely because of their

being freely offered. Shakespeare seems intent on establishing these dual qualities of freedom

and sacrifice in the exceptional cases; there would be no other dramatic need to keep Isabella
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believing that Claudio is really dead until the very end of Act V of Measure for Measure except

to set up the conditions for her to advocate on behalf of Angelo against her self-interest for

revenge. But because at that moment Isabella still thinks Angelo responsible for her brother’s

death, she intervenes both freely (no obligation to Mariana or to Angelo compels her) and against

her self-interests (in revenge and in not openly contradicting the Duke, who holds absolute

power of life and death over his citizens). This play in particular appears concerned with

presenting freely-given sacrifice, over and above ordinary “measure for measure” obligations

and contracts, as morally laudatory.

Measure for Measure, 5.1.

43. Although the normative reader clearly values these interventions positively, the

respondents respectfully submit that the Court of Shakespeare should stop short of finding such

interventions obligatory. While past judgments have suggested that the Law of Shakespeare will

be determined by the affective moral weight of the plays, and while the affective moral weight

comes down on the side of altruistic interventions, to make such interventions legally obligatory

would considerably devalue them. Indeed, we would be robbing this type of intervention of its

essential quality as freely-given sacrifice by legislating it as a duty. Once an intervention

becomes obligatory, it may no longer be offered freely as a sacrifice. And if intervention on

behalf of all others in need is to be a legal duty in the Law of Shakespeare, there will be no

longer any room for the kind of exceptional altruism that gives an action like Isabella’s its

weight—all such actions would simply be any citizen’s duty, no more or less exceptional than

obeying a traffic light.

44. Furthermore, the Law of Shakespeare is sensitive to current values and is a sort of living

tree. Just as the general sentiment towards penalizing lechery in Measure for Measure with death

was negatively regarded as it was a common vice, there is a general sentiment that individuals
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have no positive legal obligation to assist and rescue others for which they bear no responsibility

for the existence of the dangerous situation or where there is no feudal or filial bond. This court

is committed to a “living tree” model of legal interpretation, which recognizes that the law must

respond to contemporary circumstances and accord with community understandings of justice.

The living tree cannot tack on new branches but must wait for them to grow, and this should be

the case with the duty to assist.

Measure for Measure, 3.2.

D. Chris Vidaloca’s fear extenuates hesitation to act.

45. Shakespeare’s plays represent characters with interior lives—we know that Hamlet’s

mind is vexed, not only because we infer from his actions but because Hamlet soliloquizes his

internal turmoil. Every reader or viewer of Shakespeare, in order to begin to appreciate the moral

significance of the plays, must first acknowledge that his characters are more like real

individuals than like allegorical figures. And like real people, Shakespeare’s characters suffer

from uncertainty, lapses of resolution, painful memories, petty vanities, irrational

antagonisms—all the virtues and imperfections that make up whole people. There are no purely

good and no purely evil characters in Shakespeare, just as there are none in our experience of

other people. If it is to faithfully reflect the moral complexity of the plays, the Law of

Shakespeare must take into account this holistic understanding of character, without flattening all

individuals into artificial moral binaries of “good” and “evil.”

Hamlet.

46. By way of their supple conception of character, the plays often represent individuals

struggling with internal conflicts in making decisions of great moral import. Hamlet, perhaps the

best example of such a struggle, extends the period of internal reflection between resolution to

act and action across all five acts of the play. For Hamlet, within the normative codes of honor
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that determine appropriate action within the world of the play, the course of action should be

clear: he is bound by both a son’s duty to avenge a father and his personal oath to the ghost to

kill Claudius. Yet despite this clarity, Hamlet hesitates. And though his hesitation may have

many motivations about which we may disagree, any reading of motivations will take into

account the kind of psychological conflicts that Hamlet so dramatically vocalizes throughout the

play. As a result of the play’s presentation of Hamlet as a character with complex internal

processes and psychological depth, the normative reader accepts Hamlet’s hesitation as

plausible, even sympathetic. The normative reader does not condemn Hamlet for hesitating to act

according to the social codes of honor Hamlet himself accepts, at least in part because Hamlet so

eloquently presents his quandary. So if our affective moral response to Hamlet is to condone

hesitation on account of the psychological sympathy of his individual circumstances, we might

say that the Law of Shakespeare is tolerant in some cases of hesitation, even if that hesitation

delays a desirable action, due to the complex mental states of characters.

Hamlet.

47. This court’s decision in the Heinrich case established the centrality of identity to the Law

of Shakespeare. But unlike the temporal continuity of identity at issue in that case, the

respondents would like to suggest that indecision, the delay in executing the will, offers another

aspect of identity that the Court of Shakespeare should acknowledge as fundamental to agents. It

is in these moments of reflection, between resolution and action, that Shakespeare’s characters

reveal their moral depth to us through soliloquy. Without hesitation, Shakespeare’s characters

would lack an essential element of their psychological verisimilitude. The Law of Shakespeare

suggests that some amount of indecision inhering in all decisions of great moral import serves to

prove the individual’s moral reflectiveness; indecision is a by-product of psychological

complexity.
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Re Attorney General for Canada; ex parte Heinrich [2003] 1 C. of Sh. 1.

48. Given Vidaloca’s documented fear of sharks, we should view her hesitation in this

situation with understanding. In order to appreciate the moral texture of theatrical situations, the

perceptive reader of Shakespeare must read empathetically, putting him- or herself (to the extent

possible) in the place of the characters. In order to adjudicate fairly, the Court of Shakespeare

should attempt an empathetic reading of the case commensurate to the kind demanded by the

plays; in this situation, the respondents respectfully submit that Vidaloca’s hesitation has ample

sympathetic motivation to excuse it. Wanting to aid her friend Jean, but paralyzed by her

overwhelming fear of sharks, Vidaloca stood indecisively on the beach, subject to a

psychological conflict that stymied any action. As empathetic readers, we may appreciate

Vidaloca’s desperation in this situation. Since the Law of Shakespeare posits no duty to assist

under the conditions, and since Vidaloca’s indecisive hesitation results not from malice but from

a deep psychological conflict between altruism and fear, we cannot find her liable for Jean du

Parcq’s injuries.
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PART IV – ORDER SOUGHT

For the reasons set forth herein, the Respondent, Jean du Parcq, respectfully submits and requests

that the Court of Shakespeare:

(i) REVERSE the judgment for criminal assault;

(ii) DECLARE Gabriel Pedersen criminally responsible for his assault on du Parcq;

(iii) DISMISS the present appeal against the learned trial judge’s determination of civil liability;

(iv) AFFIRM the decision of the learned trial judge in respect of the quantum of damages, and

award $2.5 million in damages.

THE WHOLE with costs.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

____________________________
Erika Kurt

____________________________
Matt Frassica
Counsel for the Respondent
March 8, 2005.
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